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To build on our legacy 
and empower the people 

we support to reach 
their potential by actively 
living life with values of 

trust, respect, quality and 
compassion every day.

Mission

Values

To enable the people 
we support to live the 

life they choose.

VisionCertainty - For more than 30 years, we 
have been trusted to deliver high quality, 

safe and reliable services.

Esteem - We are respectful, upholding the 
human rights of everyone we support and 

work with.

Excellence - We strive for excellence in 
everything we do - from the services we 

provide, to the outcomes we support 
people to achieve.

Compassion - We are kind and 
compassionate to all.

 � Working in partnership with people to 
ensure they live the life they choose.

 � Collaborating with people to develop 
excellent plans which achieve desired 
outcomes.

 � Matching people with Coordinators and 
Support Workers of their choice.

 � Empowering people to determine how and 
when supports are provided.

 � Meeting regularly to plan and review, 
ensuring services are flexible and 
responsive.

 � Providing financial statements for people to 
monitor support and funding.

 � Providing clear and accurate information to 
assist in decision making.

 � Inviting feedback to continuously improve 
services.

CLA delivers outstanding customer service by: 

Community Living Association
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I'm Daniel, I work in Community Living 
Association, in the IT team.

I just love computers. I was using them back 
in 1998. I was self-taught. I actually fixed my 
parents’ computer when I was only 7!

Before I had this job, I was working elsewhere, 
pulling computers apart and getting the 
hardware. At the time I was getting bored of my 
old job, I was not using my mind, it was more 
hands on.

I actually went into the office, Community 
Living, I spoke with the CEO over a couple of 
weeks and then I got the job.

I love it there and I troubleshoot and help 
people out with their computer issues.

Every time I walk into work, the vibe is so 
relaxed, and I can have a good conversation 
before I start work. It’s different every other day 
and it's interesting.

I upgrade computers and install the patches 
or install software. We sometimes set up the 
computers for new staff members. I also train 
people. When I’m in training, I guide them how 
to use email, the new system and the tablets. 

Daniel's Story

"...be confident 
and go and do 

it!"

I keep everything up to date and running 
smoothly for the company.

When I’m at home I do a lot of testing and 
researching. It keeps me up to date with a lot of 
the technology. On a regular basis, Arron and 
I teach each other new tricks and tips. I’m the 
guy at work that drives things.

I want people to know, be confident and go and 
do it!

Daniel Lubcke
ICT Assistant

The Lives We Lead - Worklife

We are proud to announce that Daniel 
Lubcke, CLA’s ICT Assistant, was selected 
to take part in a social media project called 
“the Lives We Lead – Worklife”. This project, 
developed by WAiS and Coordinated by 
Geraldine Mellet, is about showcasing 
West Australians with disability and the 
contributions they are making to the 
community at all levels.

This segment featured people from regional 
WA, who have lifelong disability and are 
currently employed and earning award 
wages. The aim of the project is to break 

down stereotypes of people with disability 
and to showcase their talents and the 
skills they bring to their work. Filming took 
place on location at 56 over two full days. 
Congratulations Daniel on an outstanding 
achievement!

The short film has been released and can be 
viewed via The Lives We Lead – Worklife on 
Facebook.

Vicki Corpus
Chief Business Officer
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CLA Support Workers

"Being a support worker gives me great 
satisfaction by helping participants achieve 

their goals and seeing their pride in their 
achievements." 

Vanessa White

"I love being a support worker. I practice 
self-improvement and through support 
work, participants have taught me to be 
playful, genuine, attentive, patient, light-
hearted and to handle every situation 
calmly. Support work has changed me for 
the better and I'm grateful to have found 
such a rewarding career." 

Susan Mortimer

"I have enjoyed being a Support Worker 
for CLA for the past five years. For me, 
what stands out the most is the joy and 
happiness on the faces of the people I 
support when they have achieved a goal, 
even if it is just going for a walk in the fresh 
air. It’s a rewarding job to do and I always 
emphasise that nothing is Impossible." 

Joseph Raikoti

"When I support someone to live the 
life they want, inclusively in their own 
community, it’s the most rewarding and 
positive job experience ever!" 

Leigh Johnston

"I love seeing participants achieve their 
personal goals. It feels good to make a 
difference in someone's life, even if it's 
small."

Summer Carpenter

" I love coming to work and enjoy watching 
participants grow and achieve their goals. 
Every day brings something new, learning 
together that anything is possible."

Kelli Thornton

"I enjoy my role as a support worker, it's 
rewarding to work with the people I support 
and their families. It's so good to see that 
I can make a little bit of difference to their 
lives." 

Nadine Stone
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Chair Report
Once again, CLA has achieved very 
positive outcomes in the continuously 
changing environment in which we find 
ourselves. 
By October 2020, we had fully transitioned 
into the NDIS. We have responded to the 
changes by implementing robust systems 
and procedures to meet organisational and 
participant needs to ensure we will thrive into 
the future. 

Over recent years, CLA has placed a significant 
emphasis on improving our governance to 
guide and ensure a high standard of service 
for people with disability and regulatory 
compliance. To ensure good governance by 
the Board we have established several sub-
Committees, including: 

• Finance Sub-Committee – this is a long-
standing sub-committee established 
to support the CFO and ensure Board 
oversight of the financial administration 
of the organisation. It is chaired by the 
Treasurer, Paul Gilbert, who filled the 
vacancy left by Thomas Davidson.

• Clinical Governance Sub-Committee (now 
renamed the Quality Safeguards and 
Compliance Sub-Committee. Dedicated 
people from all levels of CLA are involved 
in this committee to ensure a consistently 

high standard of service delivery and robust 
clinical governance.

• The Marketing Sub-Committee was 
implemented in response to issues 
identified in the strategic planning process 
previously undertaken. The sub-committee’s 
role is to create a future roadmap for the 
brand of CLA, to clarify who CLA is and how 
service offerings are communicated and 
delivered. It is very ably-chaired by Board 
member, Duncan Guy.

• Most recently, the Board has established 
a Strategic Growth Opportunities Sub-
Committee chaired by Board member 
Lindsay Campbell. This sub-committee has 
been established to consider growth areas 
and identify opportunities for partnerships 
with the aim of improving the quality of life 
of people associated with CLA.

The shared knowledge and commitment of 
those involved is highly valued, thank you all! 

As well, CLA has undergone a major IT and 
systems upgrade over the period, with 
the transition to Datanova FlowLogic and 
CentroAssist. All sectors of the organisation 
have striven to adopt the new technology 
and continue to enhance its systems to 
address CLA operations, reporting and 
communications effectively. I note that CLA 
has taken a leadership role in the adoption 

of this technology in Western Australia and I 
commend Russell, Vicki Corpus and the team 
for its successful implementation.

An immense amount of work has also 
been undertaken to ensure our policies, 
processes and supporting documentation met 
requirements to achieve both certification 
under the ISO 9001: 2015 Human Services 
Framework and subsequent NDIS certification 
renewal process. Both processes required 
significant audits and again, a significant 
focus for staff. Pleasingly, the efforts of all 
staff involved have resulted in successful 
certification. 

It is so impressive to see that on top of these 
imperatives, the focus on the day-to-day 
support for our participants, to enable them 
to live the life they choose, has not been 
diminished. This is a wonderful tribute to all 
our staff and particularly every support worker 
dedicated to our values, vision and mission. We 
thank you.

As well, and on behalf of the Board, I thank 
Russell and all members of the Executive Team 
for your professionalism, enthusiasm and 

commitment to ensuring that CLA remains a 
thriving organisation in difficult times.

Finally, as always, I thank our Board members 
who are so committed to enhancing CLA by 
contributing their time and expertise. We are 
fortunate to be able to call upon their diverse 
range of experience, wisdom and knowledge 
and I thank every one of you. 

I welcome new members seconded during 
the year, Paul Gilbert, Treasurer, and Lindsay 
Campbell and look forward to your continued 
involvement. During the year, Thomas 
Davidson resigned due to his work and family 
obligations. His contribution to the governance 
of CLA through difficult times is appreciated. 

CLA continues to thrive and I look forward 
to the consolidation of our services and the 
creation of new opportunities in the coming 
year.

Julie Yusop
Chair
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As we start the new financial year with the 
full impact of COVID-19 and its economic 
impact remaining uncertain as many states 
come out of extended lockdowns, CLA has an 
agile planning and budget process in place 
to ensure that we are ready to immediately 
respond to any eventuality. Our commitment 
to best practice in all we do has been validated 
by our ISO9001 accreditation as well as 
our outstanding NDIS recertification audit 
performance. 

We are committed to ensuring we are prepared 
for the future by building an adaptable and 
resilient organisation to support people with 
disability, while protecting the safety, health 
and wellbeing of the CLA family today. 

Community Living Association will continue to 
place participants at the centre of all we do as 
well as all we plan to do, delivering services 
and supports that focus on each individual 
and their specific goals, opening doors to new 
opportunities and enabling participants to live 
the life of their choice.

Russell Nelson
Chief Executive Officer

CEO Report
Firstly, I would like to commend all our 
employees, volunteers and Board members 
who have contributed to the continual growth 
and success of Community Living Association. 
Despite the challenges of the COVID-19 
pandemic, the Great Southern region has 
thankfully been spared the never-ending cycle 
of lockdowns experienced in other areas of 
Australia. 

I am extremely proud of what we have achieved 
together for Community Living Association and 
the people with disability who are a part of 
our family, and also the growth that they have 
achieved in the past year. 

In the last financial year, participants served 
by Community Living Association flourished in 
numerous activities and events in which they 
participated. We undertook substantial building 
and reconstruction work across a number 
of our properties for the sole purpose of 
future-proofing CLA for our current and future 
participants and families we serve. 

This result was only achieved via the 
Community Living Association group effort 
by focusing on the individual participants we 
serve and ensuring the processes, systems and 
services we operate are efficient and effective. 
Thank you to all our staff who have worked 
diligently to assist participants, families and 
guardians to be supported to achieve their 
goals. 

We have been industrious in the last financial 
year focusing on service excellence, quality, 
capability and the longevity of Community 
Living Association. We invested extensively 
in the training and development of staff, we 
increased our already robust risk, compliance 
and governance frameworks, we added 
crucial expertise to our business systems and 
information technology platforms and we 
developed new services and improved existing 
services. 

Chief Business Officer Report
What a busy and exciting year 2020/21 has 
been! I’m pleased to announce that CLA has 
successfully transitioned to the NDIS and now 
reports directly to the Quality & Safeguarding 
Commission on all reportable incidents and 
restrictive practices. With the introduction of 
the NDIS Quality and Safeguarding Framework, 
there has been a dramatic change in the 
reporting and compliance landscape for NDIS 
registered service providers. 

The NDIS Practice Standards on Quality 
Management requires that a provider’s quality 
management system has processes to support 
the implementation of internal audits and a 
documented system of policies and procedures 
that meet the NDIS Practice Standards, 
legislation and regulatory requirements. 
To achieve this outcome, we upgraded our 
ICT system and invested in an NDIS-specific 
compliance management system, CentroAssist. 
All CLA policies, processes and related 
documents have been updated to align with the 
NDIS Practice Standards and are available to all 
staff via the CentroAssist platform. 

One of our biggest achievements this year 
was the successful outcome of both the 
internal and external audits for our NDIS re-
certification. The external audit was conducted 
by an independent NDIS-registered auditing 
company, DNV. Stage 1 of the audit included 
a review of our quality management system, 
governance and operations, policies and 
procedures and documented evidence to 
ensure these meet the NDIS Practice Standards. 
Stage 2 of the audit consisted of informal 
interviews with selected participants, staff, 
and key stakeholders to assess how well the 
organisation implements these processes 
to support participants in achieving positive 
outcomes. This was a mammoth undertaking, 
requiring time and commitment from staff 
across all departments of the organisation. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
all staff for their professionalism, hard work 
and commitment to both the internal and 
external audits. The success of our organisation 
is measured, in part, by the quality of our staff 
at every level and the service they provide. 
The successful outcome of our audits, coupled 
with the feedback from participants and family 
members, is a true testament to this.

Vicki Corpus
Chief Business Officer

Information Communication & 
Technology 
Another exciting achievement was the 
successful launch of our new Customer 
Management System, FlowLogic. This 
system has assisted us to work more 
efficiently and effectively. Our Senior 
ICT Officer, Arron Gravestock, is in the 
process of implementing the next stage 
of this system, FlowPoint, which allows 
participants and families to have access to 
information relating to their support and 
service provision.
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Community Development aims to fulfil the CLA 
vision by empowering the people we support to 
live the lives they choose.

Over the past eight months, we have focused 
on our participants' abilities and interests 
to create exciting new programs and 
opportunities.

Our new meaningful activities target and 
promote inclusion, independence, develop 
resilience, and connect participants with our 
community.

Community Development has a leadership role 
in developing relationships, partnerships and 
networks that support CLA to work together 
with other agencies to improve services and 
collaboration.

We have also actively sought opportunities 
for funding to make our programs more 
accessible to CLA's participants and for the 
wider community. Through this funding, we 
have created initiatives that foster teamwork, a 
sense of belonging and sharing of experiences.

We have undertaken successful community 
programs such as the Art Ability program which 
supported people of all abilities to engage 
in various forms of art at the Vancouver Arts 
Centre. This program culminated in a week-long 
exhibition of pottery, sculpture, and multimedia 
creations.

Community Development Report
We have reinvigorated the activities room at 
56 by providing weekly engaging opportunities 
such as cooking classes, singing and social 
events. In addition, together with participants, 
we have created a friendly chill out space where 
people feel welcomed.

Promotion and marketing have also been big 
components of CLA's Community Development 
department, including the creation of a new 
CLA Facebook page and ongoing promotion 
though the local media and our website.

We have many more new initiatives planned for 
the near future, including weekend programs, 
employment and volunteering advocacy and 
supporting Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
people to access more services.

Through the Community Development role, I 
look forward to continuing to offer innovation, 
empowerment, and advocacy for people with 
disability in our community.

Claudia Simpson
Community Development Officer

Ash Wallrodt at the Art Ability 
exhibition opening

Ashlee Pinner and Lee-Anne Lee at the 
NAIDOC Week event

Claudia Simpson and Janine Beamish at the 
CLA stall at the Mad Hatter's Tea Party

Judy Fraser presents Rowan with a 
Certificate of Achievement for completing 
the 'Simply Food' cooking course
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I am pleased to report that the CLA Service 
Delivery team has performed well after a 
challenging year. The biggest challenges this 
year included a very short supply of support 
workers. Despite this, a huge effort was made 
by both Human Resources and the Service 
Delivery team to promote the organisation as 
a great place to work, and let the community 
know that we are the leading provider of high-
quality disability services in the Great Southern.

The 2021 NDIS re-certification Audit required 
substantial time and effort from the team 
who ensured the Auditors had access to the 
necessary information to assess the quality of 
our services. I’d like to thank and acknowledge 
the Service Delivery team whose efforts 
contributed to the success of the Audit. I’d 
also like to thank those who made themselves 
available for interviews on the day of the Audit 
and note that our success was due in part, to 
your positive feedback – thank you!

Changes with the NDIS continue to create 
challenges for CLA’s services. A tightening 
economy continues to cause participants' plans 
to come under fiscal pressure, and gathering 
the all-important evidence to justify why people 
need the supports they currently receive, 
continues to be an ongoing challenge. 

Service Delivery has offered services to over 
100 people throughout the year, with services 
reaching from Denmark to Mount Barker 
and throughout the Albany area. We have 
continued to provide assistance to participants 
with accessing NDIS registered services and we 
also offered many unique and exciting activities 
and opportunities for the people we support.

Service Delivery Report

The location change for the Service Delivery 
Department from 36 to 56 Cockburn Road, 
was made with the aim of building closer 
relationships with the community and the 
people we aim to support. It has provided a 
more integrated space for our support staff 
to interact with Coordinators and Mentors, 
which has proven to be one of the best changes 
towards improving quality during this year.

The Service Delivery team has worked tirelessly 
and admirably throughout the year to provide 
reliable services, keeping cancellations to a 
minimum, despite the staff shortages and 
changes.

Heading into 2022, there's an air of uncertainty 
with the many external pressures and issues 
to overcome. However, we look forward to 
accommodating the service needs of the CLA 
community and to being inclusive wherever 
possible.

Wishing everyone all the best during the festive 
season, and onward into 2022. 

Eric Glas
Chief Experience Officer

Planning Report
The CLA Planners have been kept busy over the 
course of the year with many enquiries relating 
to CLA services including Service Delivery, 
Occupational Therapy and Positive Behaviour 
Support. 

The Planners manage the intake and 
onboarding processes including collecting vital 
documents and reports relating to participants' 
support needs and their NDIS funding 
allocation. 

The CLA Planners are proud to show 
prospective participants around the CLA Hub, 
introducing them to our dedicated service 
delivery team, and giving examples of the 
many diverse activities on offer, including the 
achievements of our existing participants. 

We work with prospective customers and 
their families or guardians, to explore a range 
of support options and provide examples of 
innovative best practices. We then design and 
agree on the supports that will most suit them. 

Participants' plans and their individual supports 
are monitored throughout the year. This is 
done in partnership with the person, their 
family, and their Service Coordinator, Mentor 
and support team. 

The Planners report directly to NDIS six weeks 
prior to the participant’s NDIS plan review, on 
the use of their funding, services provided, 
progress towards their goals, and importantly, 
recommendations for enhanced or different 
supports for the individual in their next NDIS 
plan. 

The CLA Planners are available to assist families 
with any enquiries relating to their NDIS plan 
and also provide support to Service Delivery 
and the Finance department on all things NDIS-
related. 

Feedback and Complaints from our 
participants, their families and members of 
the public are managed through Planning 
who provide a confidential, sympathetic and 
objective hearing and exploration of any issues. 
We encourage our participants and families to 
provide feedback to whoever and in whatever 
form they feel most comfortable with. A record 
is kept of all feedback received which is a 
valuable tool to ensure that CLA is continuously 
assessing and improving the way we do things. 

Dani Connolly & Janine Beamish
Service Planners
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CLA has set a high standard this year upskilling 
staff, with the intention of leading the sector in 
providing the most skilled support workforce in 
the Great Southern. 

We are in the final stages of ensuring that 
all CLA Service Delivery staff have the 
qualifications and skill required to provide high 
level support and coordination to all our valued 
participants. 

At the beginning of 2021, we ensured all 
staff who hadn’t yet gained a Certificate III in 
Individual Support were enrolled, and of the 
27 enrolled, all are set to graduate at the end 
of 2021. CLA were innovative in collaborating 
with a local Registered Training Organisation 
to adapt an effective method of training which 
allowed staff to utilise current skills acquired 
through working in the industry for recognised 
prior learning. We also offered 10 new workers 
the opportunity to enrol in a traineeship to 
assist them with the smooth transition into the 
disability sector.

Through CLA’s induction process, all new and 
existing staff were inducted in Work Health 
and Safety, Service Delivery, Human Resources, 
Tablet training and Van Orientation & Hoist 
Training. We also set a target where all support 
staff attained the competency 'Assist customers 
with Medication'. In addition, our goal is to have 
100% staff compliance in manual handling by 
December 2021. 

CLA developed a training calendar which 
allowed 72 staff to complete training in 
Diabetes, Epilepsy and Dysphasia. We will 
continue to utilise targeted training based on 
the needs of CLA customers. 

CLA has continued to improve its safety 
systems via our FlowLogic Software. We have 
seen excellent improvements in all areas of 
safety management. 

CLA participated in the National Disability 
Insurance Scheme Practice Standards and 
Quality Indicators Audit earlier in the year and 
were successful in retaining our registration. 
Our compliance to Work Health & Safety and 
Incident Management demonstrates our 
commitment to safety. 

We continue to improve our worksite 
inspection commitment, fire drills, evacuation 
plans, Material Safety Data Sheets, and 
ensuring our teams have access to current 
First Aid courses. This ensures the safety of all 
participants and staff in their homes and office 
spaces, and in turn, assists in the mitigation of 
risk for all stakeholders.

Adrian Lee
Safety and Training Coordinator

Safety and Training Report
I often get asked what is Occupational Therapy 
and what does an OT do?

The term “occupation” is used to describe 
the everyday things that people do in their 
life roles, the things we need and want to do 
that makes life meaningful to us. It’s how we 
engage with our family, our friends, and our 
local community to maintain our health and 
wellbeing.

An Occupational Therapist works 
collaboratively with participants, their family 
members and supports to create opportunities 
and build capacity, providing both a family and 
person-centred practice. 

The primary focus is promoting participant 
choice and independence to create meaningful 
opportunities in their own lives. 

Our Occupational Therapy service continues 
to grow, with an increase in referrals for 
equipment, consultancy, functional capacity 
assessments for NDIS funding, assistive 
technology prescriptions and skill development 
in a range of areas such as independence, 
organisational skills, capacity building, social 
skills, and education for families. 

Occupational Therapy Report

In addition, a partnership has been established 
between CLA’s OT and Therapy Focus “Pebbles 
Clinic,” for joint home visits with participants. 
Tabitha, from the Pebbles Clinic, visits Albany 
every three months and operates their clinic 
from our CLA premises. Pebbles provides 
specialist continence services for children and 
adults with disability. 

Jenny Wylie
Occupational Therapist
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The Human Resource team has been 
extremely successful this year in all aspects of 
resourcing and retaining staff. We have been 
met with many challenges and have managed 
to overcome most within our control. We 
commenced the year with a resilient staff base 
with extreme loyalty proven through the initial 
stages of COVID-19 last year and the continued 
support of all CLA employees continues to 
impress.

Over the past year, CLA has implemented 
processes to effectively source experienced 
support workers to ensure the services we are 
providing are of a high standard. Along with 
the high standard, we made it our business to 
screen candidates to understand motivation to 
work in the disability industry, ensuring from 
the outset, we are recruiting compassionate 
staff who have a sense of pride in the support 
they provide and are eager to learn and meet 
the goals of our participants. 

We have built a strong dynamic Service Delivery 
Team and worked on developing a supportive 
structure for new and existing support workers 
to come on board feeling supported by the 
Service Delivery Team. This has helped HR 
market our organisation with a competitive 
edge which has proven to be successful in 
attracting a new class of employees. 

Our strong administration team continues to be 
an excellent support to our service and CLA still 
holds a very strong professional focus on our 
core business.

CLA’s recruitment strategy has been innovative, 
and we have actively undertaken activities 
outside the box to attract potential applicants 
in the Great Southern and beyond. 

Recruitment activity has been strong with 64 
staff joining our team. Utilising social media 
platforms for recruitment has been extremely 
successful and has assisted in reaching 
potential job seekers we haven’t in the past. 
HR continue to network in the community, 
encouraging people that have moved to the 
area to explore the possibilities of working in 
such a rewarding industry.

Renee Clear
Human Resource Manager

Human Resources Report

CLA Staff Profiles
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Working Capital Ratio June 2020 - June 2021

Net Operating Results 2012 - 2021
CLA had a strong finish financially to the 
year. The net surplus accumulated during 
the year allows us to meet current and future 
obligations, including investment in expansion 
and diversification in line with participants' 
needs and changes to the disability sector on a 
whole.

The working capital ratio continued to improve 
throughout the year, and on 30 June, was 1.8. 
Ideally, for every $1 of cash or cash equivalents, 
there should be less than $1 of debt, so a ratio 
of 1.8 means CLA can comfortably meet their 
obligations to employers and creditors when 
due. 

The transition to the NDIS is fully rolled out with 
most participants receiving an NDIS plan and 
funding allocation. Participants already 65 years 
of age before the roll out, receive funding via 
the Continuity of Support program. 

The NDIS roll out has not been without its 
challenges, particularly in the revenue claims 
area where payment for services is in arrears. 
There are often delays in receiving payment 
in a timely manner, or total inability to claim 
at all due to issues such as plan review delays 
and gaps in funding, participants running out 
of funding due to a change of need, SIL funding 
constraints, Plan Managed funds approvals 
system, CLA systems, and participants not 
utilising their full funding allocation. 

The recent appointment of a dedicated Billing 
Officer has assisted greatly in rectifying these 
issues, with this role responsible for all aspects 
of billing. This includes ensuring all eligible 
claims for services are lodged, and subsequent 
payment collected. It has resulted in 
improved accuracy of claims, greater payment 
turnaround time, and recovery of outstanding 
claims.

As per the revenue graph, 77% of CLA income 
was derived from government revenue. 

As per the expenses graph 87% of total 
expenditure relates to wages and associated 
on-costs. This includes both direct support and 
administration staff. 

The budget for 2021/22 includes a shared 
accommodation strategy using CLA properties. 
The buildings at Princess Royal Drive and 
Young Street can now accommodate a number 
of SIL participants. Due to plan reviews and 
subsequent reduction of SIL funding, this will 
assist participants with insufficient funding 
to live in a 1:1 setting to remain in the region, 
rather than a forced move to other areas where 
shared housing is available.

CLA has received a number of grants during 
the year, which have enabled us to offer some 
valuable activities and projects to eligible 
community members. We expect these 
community grants to continue going forward, 
so this will be a very exciting space.

To conclude, I would like to thank the payroll 
and finance team, who always strive to do 
their best. Their level of commitment is truly 
commendable. I would also like to thank 
everyone who has contributed in their own 
way, to ensuring CLA’s financial viability now 
and into the future. 

Penny Bryant
Chief Financial Officer

Finance Report
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Julie Yusop
Chair

Julie has been a member of the CLA Board for 
eight years. She has worked in the social sector 
for close to four decades, predominantly in 
leadership roles in the Community/Non-Profit 
sectors.

Dev Ramachandran 
Board Director

Dev has over 30 years of experience in various 
corporate and operational roles in mining. His 
expertise is in strategy, business development 
and investment appraisal.

Duncan Guy
Board Director

Duncan’s career spans over 20 years working 
across organisational strategy, customer 
experience and marketing. Duncan holds a 
Masters of Business Administration, he is an 
accredited Mediator (UWA) and is currently 
undertaking his Australian Institute of Company 
Directors course.

John Marmion
Board Director

John is a recently retired civil engineer who 
has worked in the government and corporate 
sector and has extensive experience, 
including corporate governance, strategic goal 
setting and corporate risk and opportunity 
assessment.

Lindsay Campbell
Board Director

Lindsay has 40 years’ experience in education, 
predominantly in support of children and 
families at risk. He has held Administrative and 
Regional Managerial roles and is committed 
to inclusion, equity and opportunity for all. He 
has served, and still serves, on multiple Boards 
in various positions and brings experience 
in governance, strategic planning and 
establishment of regional partnerships.

Colin May
Board Director

Colin has served on the Board for over seven 
years. He is a committee member of the local 
branch of Sailability and has been a member 
of the City of Albany Disability Access and 
Inclusion committee for ten years.

Michelle Pardini
Board Director

Michelle has worked in not-for-profit 
organisations for many years on both state 
and local boards. She is a keen volunteer with 
a wide range of groups and is inspired by CLA's 
involvement with the Albany community.

Board of Directors 2020 - 2021

Paul Gilbert
Treasurer

Paul is an Accountant with over 30 years’ 
experience and manages an independent audit 
service company. Paul has worked with a large 
number of not for profit entities and is a proud 
supporter of the valuable work CLA does in the 
community.
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